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The extent of Country to which these notes refer may be roughly set 
down as a circle ten miles in diameter, with the site of the present town
ship of Raymond Terrace, on the lower Hunter River, as centre. At the time 
of the first white settlement here, the fertile alluvial flats of the Hunter and 
Williams Rivers supported a fairly numerous aboriginal population. Unfor
tunately the tribe had become extinct before any steps were taken to study 
scientifically their organization and customs j and these stray notes have been 
compiled from information obtained from some of the old settlers of the 
district - one· of them is now over 92 years of age and came to reside in 
the district in 1838 when there was only one house where the township of 
Raymond Terrace now stands. As far as the information goes, I can confi
dently say that· the statements of my informants appear to be true as far 
as they knew. I have checked the statements one with the other, and only 
set down without note particulars in which I found them to differ in no 
essential. The information was collected not with the intention of publication, 
but through curiosity and for my own private information. It was only when, 
owing to the discovery of some aboriginal weapons some few miles from 
here, I was induced to give a description of them, t'tat I thought a few par
ticulars of the original possessors would not be out of place. 

A~thropo1 Vl. 19U. 
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I. Childhood. 
Up to the age of puberty the children of both sexes remained under 

the charge of their mothers, assisting her in the procuring of vegetable food, 
if able to do so. As soon as they were capable of instruction, the boys were 
taught the use of weapons, especially the boomerang and throwing-stick. They 
also received instruction on the making of these weapons and were· well up 
in all the arts of the craft before their reception into the ranks of the men. 
The girls were taught the use of the digging-stick. 

The septum of a boy's nose was bored when quite young, for the use 
of the nose-peg when grown up. The nose-peg was considered a·great orna
ment and in the early days no man would think of speaking to a stranger 
of importance without this decoration. 

II. Clothing and Ornaments. 
In the warm weather scarcely any clothing was worn, though they pro

vided themselve with fur-cloaks for the cold or wet weather. These cloaks 
were worn about the shoulders by both men and women. They were made 
of the skins of animals. The women· continually wore a kind of shell necklace 
and this constituted their only adornments. The nose-peg as an ornament has 
been referred to . above. The only other article of clothing worn was the loin
cloth of the men. This was not worn by-women or children but was assumed 
by the young boys when they were taken from the supervision of their mothers 
and constituted their badge of manhood. 

The trib~smen made elaborate preparations for corroborees, which usually 
took place on the occasion of a visit from a distinguished guest from one of 
the surrounding tribes. The men spared no trouble on their toilette and suc
ceeded in making themselves look as hideous as possible; still to their friends 
they were no doubt the essence of perfection. 

III. Government. 
The tribe was divided into a number of local groups, living apart from 

each other in camps, scattered over the whole tribal territory. The members 
of each group were under the control of a kind of headman, or chief as the 
early settlers were accust9med to call him; but ,except in the matter of the 
disposal of widows, which was merely the enforcement of the customary law 
of the tribe, and the leading of the various expeditions or the performance of 
other similar duties, his position was a mere honorary one. He had no power 
to settle disputes, not even local ones, or enter into· agreements binding the 
other members of the group. 

There was no chief or principal headman of the whole tribe. 
The governing authority was vested in the assembly of the old men of the 

local groups who met periodically and discussed matters both national and 
international. No secrecy was observed about these meetings. A decision once 
arrived at was binding on every member of the tribe and would be enforced 
regardless of consequences. While members of the differ'!nt groups might now 
and again become embroiled in personal disputes and would on such occa-
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sions have recourse to the use of club and shield for the. settlement of differ
ences, a general fight was never known to take place between members of 
the different groups of the tribe. Should any danger of the dispute extending 
appear, the matter was decided by ~he assembly of elders and generally 
resulted in the punishment of one or other of the disputants. The condemned 
man had a certain number of boomerangs or throwing-striks thrown at him 
or hod sometimes to defend himself as best he could with his shield from 
the onslaught of his opponent, who was armed with a heavy club. Should 
the culprit be killed, which, generally speaking, would be unlikely, no further 
action was taken. · 

Such a thing as suspecting one of their own members of causing the 
death of a tribal brother was unheard of, though they were not slow to lay 

. the blame at the door of some member of one of the neighbouring tribes; 
and when an opportunity occurred, summary punishment was inflicted on the 
accused or one of his tribal brothers. 

IV. Organization of tribe. 
All the members of the tribe were apparently related to each other in 

some way, and called each other by terms of relationship denoting brothers, 
sisters, mothers, or fathers. What individuals were thus styled or whether all 
the members of the tribe came under one or other of these titles, my infor
mants are unable to say for certainty. The terms were certainly wider than 
ours, as . others were called fathers besides the real father, and so with the 
other terms. Whether any blood relationship existed between those so .sty1J8 
there is no information, as already remark~d. Other distinctions, with the ~~~~~~ 
. b .. If:J1:JJ 

bon of those denoting wife and husband, they cannot rem~:,n-.,~~2 .~di·iL ::>rl 
Marriage was not permitted among the local groups .. 1Wtve~ W

1 
ere .o.btameH 

·~·;o r.l.lilJO ~L:li".Ji ~U~H 
from the tribes at Port Stephens and Pattersot~ R~~e~~ i r~\t_jler;.;:R1'1J e~~R6~11T 
or capture. It frequently happened that the dehnquent an~ !its compamons 
were overtaken on the return journey by H"Jf'Jirate warriors of the woman's 
tribe, and a fight took place between the par.ties. Should the abductor's party 
be successful in the encounter, he retaiTi_e4 11th\! p'tiie;' lw111'1e'~~f LtHf!i('*bman's 
kinsmen were victorious, she had to· reilinr;fo 'Jiier :•trrbe~J Th~1 Jptite rwe'ri'/./>tt) 
the victors in either case_. dft'C"tf':1t'''HaP,pe·nleli''_f~at('~-he:;iabtluc~i'rig rpahy1:.St.i8-
ceeded in returning to· t1l'c;_it 6'iit1ica'n1pi.rig''gr6i1Ha·s' "-iii' ~af~fy"j!'tHer~ 1tH~ 1 ~ung 
woman was given "it} d1arie. tq1 ·.t~'e.\)id \vdm~t1·lat':'tlii! 1ca·mpllali(Pltlie,l'.Yotm~ 
men of the cam'W'b~tod·k 1 t'li:cmse1"v~s %'\bl1,·er\ !fci_n~.:.~drl:a·lrew:·:cta'y"S·.'riiPriv!fC~~\ 
they returned, they'found: things:·as' they: left· theilr,.-.thenj'tlni!npair.Jsettlet down 
in the old aboriginal' '\t}ay,' but 'if ~ln>in-vading ·p·arty 'ohthe!;wi:mui.n'~;1rib~.,ha~ 
appeared during tHeir ·fibserice;Ahen the young>Romeo;;hadJ"it<>i.a·vw.'t!rJll Jtli~e 
favourable opportunity rof· takihg chis :Ji..tliet. ;.Di.ti-ing · the!iabsence:;ojJ rthei~OlU't_g 
men the old n-ien :rem'ai'n'ed! behind:·at th:e!: camp:·.with· Hie -:women~:;ii, w.Clt.tl§l 
therefore ·a.'~pear'·-th.at 'they: wen! :,not; .liable-11:o·' ip)lriishinent.::f.or ~l:lebof!ence~r©f 
the you'ni' inerf;'"1n:•thls:.tespect<at·least<·-·~ 1':~,;;;._.-r~! :1:lJ !Jrr:; ,-:'[mr;:J :Jrlr Jr, 

It does not appear that there was any great familiarityh:bet:w.~n <:Lh.e 

s~_~r?,~P~i:19, .~~i~,~.7. 11?.~d ~~~'e' 1 }2,c~! ~~~:17, .~e~~~?.~~~ ?~ 1 
-~~-~ ~,~cas~~~.~ •i~f\~o~n:. cere-
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monies to be referred to hereafter. The women of the local tribe were either 
abducted by or eloped with the young men of the surrounding tribes. . 

Whether monogamy prevailed in the wide seQse of the term, my in
formants are not agreed. Some affirm and some deny. Probably both are right, 
for this form of marriage may· have been the general rule but there were 
exceptions. · 

Wives were treated considerately, even kindly. The country being very 
productive, there was not that continual fight for existence which was the 
lot of the Blacks in other places, and so in the abundance of provisions there 
was little· necessity for that slave-driving which was such a marked feature 
of other tribes. 

V. Descent. 
No information is available. as to the rule of descent in this tribe; The · 

males simply inherited the hunting grounds of their fathers, while the women 
went to "make homes" in the neighbouring tribes. 

VI. Totems. 
The members of the tribe looked with respect - even with a kind of 

reverence - on certain animals and birds; and would under no cfrcumstances 
either kill such themselves or countenance the killing of them by others. I 
cannot obtain a complete list of these animals with certainty (and in matters 
of such importance we must give guesswork the "go by"). My informants are 
agreed that the opossum and a kind of parrot were two. It is equally un
certain how these animals or birds were distributed among the members of 
the tribe. Some of my informants assert that they were common to the whole 
tribe while others say that some belonged to the men and others to the women. 
The only thing certain is that such sacred animals and birds existed. 

Vll. Ceremonies. 

About July or August each year the local Blacks were accustomed to 
make an excursion to meet the nei~hbouring tribes- those from the Manning 
River, Port Macquarie, Port Stephens, Gloucester, probably Wungog and the 
surrounding districts, ostensibly for the purpose of having a fight - this was 
the story told the white settlers. It is more than likely that this meeting was 
for the purpose of holding the kahbarah or initiation ceremonies of these tribes. 

These ceremonies have been described by Dr. HowiTT 1, Other writers have 
given very detailed and "spicy" particulars of them, but these accounts were 
only collected after the organisation of the tribes had completely broken. down 
through. intercourse with the whites, and then only from the degraded remnants 
of _the race. Hence the earlier accounts would undoubtedly be the more reliable. 
On some days before the departure of the tribe strange Blacks might be seen 
at the camps, and the greatest secrecy, as to the real object of the outing, 
was observed. 

'A. W.tiOWITf: "The Native Tribes of Sol-lth-E!Ist Australia", London 1904, pp. 57Q-:-578 
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Apparently with the exception of the boring of· the septum of the nose 
no other mutilations were inflicted on the males. Whether any .. period of pro
bation was imposed on the initiates, nothing was known. 

· VIII. Death and Bnrial. 
When a death occurred at the camp, the body was wrapped, some hours 

after death, in a bark winding-sheet and carried by means of a sappling·some 
distance from the camp, where it was buried full length in a shallow grave. 
Green boughs were strewn in the grave before the body was lowered, and 
boughs were also placed over the rude coffin, after which the weapons of the 
deceased were thrown into the grave; over that were placed a few branches 
of trees and then the grave was filled up with earth. Some logs were then 
placed on top of the grave and the ceremony was complete. 

The Jubras and the male portion of the tribe wept bitterly during the 
final proceedings; but there was no infliction of wounds or shedding of blood, 
as in other tribes. The widow of the deceased, if he had one, mourned her 
loss for some time; after which she was given over by the headman of the 
group, of which her husband was a member, to one of the unmarried males 
of the local group or tribe. 

In the case of the deaths of women or children there were no special 
mourners and no time was set apart for mourning. 

After a death occurred the camp was shifted a short distance away. 
Whether the name of deceased was tabooed or not there is no information. 

IX. Medicine men. 
Certain old men of the tribe were supposed to possess the power of 

curing diseases. How the operation was carried out I do not know. 
Whether witchcraft was practised by the local "doctors" on the local 

members of the tribe, I have not been able to find out; but from what has 
been said above, it would appear' that this power was attributed to the men 
of other tribes (s. III} and would likely be attributed by the local Blacks to their 
own "medicine men" with regard to outsiders. Their powers wer~ e-xercised 
beneficently towards their own people. It was thought that every death was 
caused by the evil influence of a. member of some other tribe (excepting only 
those deaths due to old age or violence). 

The medicine men also possessed and carried about with them certain 
magical objects among which none were more reverenced than the quartz 
crystals; these were held to possess the most marvellous powers. These 
amulets were carried about in a skin pouch and were carefully kept from the 
eyes of the women and children. The penalties, if any, for infringement of this 
secrecy are not known. 

XI. Religion. 

The aborigines, as far as is known, when the first white settlers came 
among them, had no idea of a supreme Being, thot11Jh they were in continual 
fear. of some unknown evil influence or power which might be utilised by 
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their enemies. to do them harm. Sickness was supposed to be the outcome 
of the exercise of such powers. They believed in spirits and thought they 
were frequently visited by them. 

They had no idea of a future state; they thought the spirits of the de
ceased "knocked around" their former abodes for some time, and now and 
again appeared to their friends. There does not appear to have been much 
fear of those spirits but rather a kind of reverential awe. After some time 
the spirit ceased to frequent its original haunts and was heard of no more; 
where it. had gone to or what had become of it, they knew not. 

Many myths were current and stories were often told of the ancestors 
of the race and their great achievements; but the early settlers were never 
looked upon as initiated men and knowledge of the beings, if any, whose 
histories would be told only to the initiated, was never divulged. , 

xn. Weapons and utensils. 
The weapons and domestic utensils were of the ordinary kind. They 

used a kind of small stone-axe as an adze; and they had a still smaller one, 
which was held. in the hand and used for dressing spea rhandles and boo
merangs. The large axes were beautifully ground and polished and an amount 
of trouble was taken in fixing handles to them. Years were often spent in 
grinding and polishing them and otherwise preparing them for use. I have 
not seen any of the stone-knives, but I am informed that they were brought 
to a great state of perfection. The uses to which these knives might be turned 
were very varied. The women used a kind of boat-shaped utensil made of 
the bark of some tree, with the ends sewed with string made from bark also, 
for the purpose of carrying roots or other articles for the culinary department. 

It does not appear as if human hair was used by this tribe for any 
purpose. The strings were made either from the fur of animals or the bark 
of a tree. ' 

XIII. Recently discovered weapons of the Extinct Raymond 
Terrace tribe. 

Some time ago when engaged in digging a drain through a swamp 
about five miles from the town of Raymond Terrace, the workmen discovered 
some aboriginal weapons which must have been lost by their owners many 
years ago. The weapons consisted of a whommerah, two spear-heads and a 
shield. These are now in my possession and a short description of them is 
appended. 

The whommerah is 39 1/, inches long and 1 8/ 8 inches greatest width. 
The wood of which it is made is what is popularly known as .. beadle wood". 
This wood does not grow locally and must have been imported from some 
other part of the state. This, however, was not a matter of much difficulty 
as the tribes were continually bartering weapons and other commodities with 
one another. The point of the whommerah is a distim.t piece and was attached 
~to the handle by some kind of native gum as shown in the drawing. When 

. r 
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found the implement was fresh as when in use, gum and point in place, but, 
after exposure to the air for some time, the gum began to crumble away, and 
some preservative was necessary to keep it from dissolving. The wood is in 

s. 4. 3. .e. ~ 

Explanation of Plate. 
Fig. I. The whommerah shown from the side. The point was kept in position by the ball 
of gum shown in the fi)!ure. This Implement belonging to this tribe Is extremely rare. -
Flg~2. Front view of whommerah showing shape of handle. - Fig. 3. The shield; showing 
shape of weapon and irregular incised design. The notches in the side are also shown. ;_ Fig. 4. 
Spear-head. As both were almost identical only one is shown in the drawing The shape of 
the tongue is shown which fitted into the groove in the handle or arm. - Fig. 5. The shape 
of the boomerang is shown. The peculiar twist of the weapon at the elbow cannot be shown 

in the drawing. 

a perfect state of preservation and does not appear much the worse· for its 
lengthened immersion. 

Two spear-heads were found at the same time, both of same length. The 
wood is very heavy, some kind of ironbark. Some local experts say it is white 



ironbark. Length 22 inches. The method of manufacturing spears was the 
following: a branch of grass-tree was fashioned out about 6 feet in length 
and about 3 inches in diameter, a groove was made in one end to receive 
the tongue of the end of the spear-head, native gum was then placed around 
the place of contact in such a manner as to reduce the resistance that might 

· be offered by. an object to a minimum. A notch was cut in the end of the 
spear arm to fit the point of the whommerah, and the weapon was then pro
pelled in the ordinary way. The spear heads are in a perfect state of preser
vation, but the arms of soft grass-tree have rotted away. 

A shield was also unearthed ar the same time and though not so well 
preserved as the other implements is still in very fair condition. The timber 
of which it is ·made is itonbark. Its length is 19 1/ 1 inches and its greatest 
width 2tf, inches. An irregular pattern of serpentine design is incised on 
both sides, apparently by means of some sharp instrum~nt. The shield is 
rounded on one side while the other is almost flat. About 9 inches from the 
wide end there are two notches; one on each side, through which a withe 
passed to form a handle. The implement is somewhat charned on both sides, 
whether by accident or design is impossible to say. 

I also possess a boomerang of the returning varrety made by the ab
origines of this place before the white man's cuttlery was known, as is evident 
from the marks of the flint knives on the surface of the weapon. Its length 

· is 28 s;, inches from tip to tip. The weapon is made from the root of the. 
white . iron bark. It was given to me by one of the old residents of the town. • 

The sto~e implements used by the Blacks are common enough. They . 
are mostly made of flint, but some have been found made of basalt, the stone 
evidently having been brought here from the Blue Mountains. Some of them 
are beautifully polished and show very skilful manipulation. 

--.SSE--


